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To Whom It May Concern: 

This letter is to invite you and the members of your athletic program coaching staff to the 
first Top Tier Performance 2024 Jr. Combine. The Top Tier Performance Combine is a Roxamore 
Sports Network event that will be privately broadcasted on Roxamore’s Sports Network which can 
be found in the Appstore, smart TV and other devices such as Apple TV, Roku and Amazon Fire 
Stick.  This extravagant event will be held on May 2-5th of 2024 at George K Cupples stadium in 
Pittsburg, PA. This event will be an opportunity for athletes who would like to showcase their 
talents for possible future athletic scholarships to universities and colleges to further their 
education and athletic career. This event will be a stat builder and an opportunity for athletes to 
use their performances for highlight footage for their portfolios and can be linked to their huddle 
accounts.  

Roxamore Sports is excited to highlight high school athletes who have the grades but may 
not be enrolled at powerhouse sports schools who typically make it to state finals that provide 
exposure and propel their collegiate careers. With the Top Tier Performance Jr. Combine we hope 
to change this for many high school athletes and assist them in their post high school careers, 
whether it be Junior College or Division I, II, and III University programs. The ability to generate and 
obtain this kind of data for athletes is a rare opportunity that we plan to make a reality.  

We are inviting you to come and observe student athletes from all over the region. Students 
will be participating in our first Jr. Combine where athletes’ performance skills will be measured 
just like the professionals’. We plan to help students be seen in their own spotlight and then in a 
team fashion with our combine one day 7 on 7 tournament. Students will hope to impress your 
school to hopefully be added to your future roster. We are asking you to attend in person or watch 
the students perform via The Roxamore Sports Network from your college headquarters. We only 
ask that you RSVP so we can let the student athletes know who is watching to help generate more 
excitement. When you RSVP we also want to add your college or university's logo to our banner and 
provide access to literature about your sports program. We hope to hear from you soon and that 
this will begin the start of a new tradition that will evolve our programs and our goal to changing 
kids’ lives and providing opportunity. 


